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GODEL'S THEOREM 

Part I 

During the last half century many mathematicians 

of note have devoted considerable time and energy to 

the problems of mathematical philosophy —- i.e. to the 

study of the structure of mathematics, fundamental concepts, 

nature of mathematical reasoning, etc. 

There seems to be a difference of opinion on many 

phases of this subject and as a result we find today three 

important schools of thought * (1) The Logistic, (2) The 

Formalistic, and (3) The Intuition!st school. 

The first school is typified by Russell and Whitehead 

and their thesis is that pure mathematics is a branch of 

logic. These two men in their great mastepiece PRINCIPIA 

MATHEMATICA claim to have reduced all pure mathematics 

to logic. The thesis of the second school is that pure 

mathematics is the science of the formal structure of 

symbols. The chief exponent of this line of thought is 

Professor Hilbert. The lntuitlonists claim that pure 

mathematics is founded on a basic intuition of the 

possibility of constructing an infinite series of numbers, 

and their point of view is vigorously defended by Professor 

Brouwer. 

* II. Pp. 7-9 
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Each of the three movements has contributed its 

share of satisfactory results, but if we are "to Judge 

them by their ability to analyze the whole field of 

mathematical fact and by the extent to which they can be 

formulated as precise and internally consistent systems”, 

we find that none of the three philosophies is completely 
* 

satisfactory. 

Since the problem we have in mind deals only with 

PRINCIPIA MATHEMATICA and allied systems, we shall devote 

a few lines to a discussion of the first mentioned system. 

When that monumental work , PRINCIPIA MATHEMATICA, was 

published (1910), it was thought to be almost perfect, but 

it has since been found to contain many objectionable 

features some of which have been corrected by Weyl, 
itit 

Chwistek, Wittgenstein and others. For example, Ramsey 

states that the Axiom of Reduclbllity of PRINCIPIA 

MATHEMATICA, not being a tautology,should never have been 

introduced into mathematics. He states further (P.23) 

that "The possibility of indefinable classes and relations 

in extension is an essential part of the extensional 

attitude of modern mathematics and that it is neglected in 

PRINCIPIA MATHEMATICA is one of the great defects in that 

work”. 

Black *** thinks that PRINCIPIA MATHEMATICA should be 

rebuilt because   careful examination of the symbolic 

conventions in PRINCIPIA MATHEMATICA shows their vagueness 

* II P. 12 

** XIII Pp. 11-12 *** II, P. 135 
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and in some cases inconsistency, and secondly the 

axioms of infinity and reducihllity are unmistakably 

defects in a scheme which purports to contain only 

propositions belonging to pure logic” • 

Brouwer * denies the Law of Excluded Middle and 

Wittgenstein objects to the treatment of Identity. 

Other writers in turn object to the statements made by 

these last two men. 

In any system of logic or mathematics a notion of 

supreme importance is that of consistency. In view of the 

above, it is not surprising to learn that it is thought to 

be impossible to give a metamathematical proof of the 

consistency of the whole of pure mathematics. In fact, 

Kurt Godel ** has proved that in a system like PRINCIPIA 

MATHEMATICA ”a specific contradiction could be deduced 

from any proof of the impossibility of the occurence of 

contradictions in mathematics”. This would seem to 

indicate that it is not possible to completely symbolise 

such a system as pure mathematics as is required by the 

formalist. 

Let us examine here briefly Godel*s Theorem *** 

and later on we shall prove the theorem in detail. 

This theorem presumably demonstrates the impossibility 

* XIII, P. 65 

** II, P. 150 

*** II, P. 167 
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of proving mathematics to be free from contradictions. 

That Is, It proves that all proofs of the consistency 

of mathematics lead to a contradiction. It shows that 

PRINCIPIA MATHEMATICA and allied systems are characterized 

by the fact that each such system is bound to contain 

theorems which are obviously true. Yet, It Is Impossible 

to give a formal proof of these theorems In accordance 

with the rules of the system. In this theorem Godel shows 

that the formal demonstration of a certain true theorem 

in the calculus of propositional functions leads to a 

contradiction. "Thus this calculus is Incomplete in the 

sense that some of the true theorems concerning the subject 

matter of their axioms are Incapable of formal deductive 

demonstration in that system". Briefly, the theorem Is 

based on the notion of replacing all the signs in the 

propositional calculus by numerals    an entirely 

legitimate transformation. In this way all formulas 

( Including the demonstrable theorems of the system) are 

transformed into sequences of integers. Also, any 

assertion concerning one of these formulas can be expressed 

in the symbolism of the propositional calculus and so 

eventually exhibited as a sequence of integers. Finally 

by means of certain given definitions Godel is able to 

obtain a formula whose formal proof he shows to be 

impossible. 
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Herbrand * gives the following brief sketch of Godel's 

Theorem: Let Pxyz be a proposition defined in an intuitional 

manner and signifying: the demonstration number x demonstrates 

the proposition number y for the value z of its variable. 

Note that the calculus necessary in order to ascertain if 

Pxyz is true or false for the fixed x,y, z, can also be made 

formally within the theory; and so if Pxyz is true , it is 

demonstrable in the theory. Suppose the theory non-contradic¬ 

tory. Then if B is the number of the proposition (x)Pxyz, 

the proposition PxBB cannot be true for that would signify 

that the demonstration number x demonstrates ( x ) •/-^ PxBB, 

and this would mean that PxBB could be demonstrated and 

we would have a contradiction. Moreover, (x)»r^/PxBB is non- 

provable in the theory, for if the demonstration number y 

showèd it, then PyBB would be true (£$ definition) and so 

would be demonstrable in the theory and again we would have 

a contradiction. If we formalize the preceding considerations 

in the theory, we get the following result: w being the 

translation ofthe proposition “the theory is not contradictory? 

w —> PxBB is a true proposition of the theory ( x being 

variable). If w were demonstrable in the theory, the same 

would be true of PxBB and (x).-^PxBB, and so we are again 

lead to a contradiction. Thus w is not demonstrable. 

Herbrand also makes the statement ”11 nous parait 

impossible, contrairement à l’opinion de Godel, qu'il y ait 

des raisonnements intutionnistes non formallsables en analyse 

ordinaire”. 

*IX, P. 7; ** —* (implies), ^asinPM. *** IX, P. 8. 
# 
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We give below ?a few applications and fltàtfemènts 

concerning this remarkable theorem. We note that the 

theorem applies to such systems as PRINCIPIA MATHEMATICA 

and we do not say that it applies to all systems. For 
* 

example, Alonzo Church builds up a certain system of 

logic about which he states, wIt is therefore to be 

hoped that the portion of intuitive logic necessary to 

the proof of freedom from contradiction should not go 

beyond the logic of denumerable classes or employ any 

number system more elaborate than the system of positive 

integers. The impossibility of freedom from contradiction 

for the system PRINCIPIA MATHEMATICA has been established 

by Kurt Godel. His argument, however, makes use of the 

relation of implication U between propositions in a way 

which would not be permissible under the system of this 

paper, and there is no obvious way of modifying the 

argument so as to make it applicable to our system. It 

therefore remains , at least for the-present* ** conceivable 

that there should be found a proof of freedom from 

contradiction for our system*. 

ft# 
Kleene and Rossner in their paper discuss the 

inconsistency of certain formal logic in which they 

make use of the type of representation first used by 

*V, P. 842 

** XII, P. 630 
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Godel* They state that the systems of both Curry and 

Church are inconsistent. As a matter of fact» Church 

later found a contradiction in his own system. 

In a paper * (later than the one mentioned above) 

Alonzo Church states, ”We seek a system of symbolic 

logic in which the notion of implication between 

propositional functions is obtained by definition, and 

in which there are a variety of notions of implications, 

obtainable by different definitions. In the case of each 

definition we desire that it shall be possible by an 

intuitive argument to prove the character of the defined 

symbols as an implication symbol. A system of this sort 

not only escapes our unpleasant theorem that it must be 

either insufficient or oversufficient, but I believe 

that it escapes the equally unpleasant theorem of Kurt 

Godel to the effect that, in the case of any system of 

symbolic logi® which has a claim to adequacy, it is 

impossible to prove its freedom from contradiction in 

the way projected in the Hilbert program”. Church goes 

on to say that he has developed a system which is free 

from contradiction and Is adequate for elementary 

number theory though1^ possibly not for analysis. In view 

©f Godel's Theorem it seems that a system of symbolic 

* VI, P. 356 
of* XI, P.222: According to the results^Gbdel there are reasons 

for thinking that a complete solution of the entscheidungs- 
problem is impossible. 
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logic of the kind described by the author Is the most 

general which can be regarded as satisfactory. 

In the second part of our paper we give a detailed 

description of Godel*s Theorem as developed by Godel 
* 

himself. For the sake of completeness and in order to 

furnish the proper background for the theorem itself, it 

seems best to give in detail such explanatory statements 

and auxiliary theorems as Godel saw fit to include in his 

article. Thus this part of our paper is very much in the 

nature of a translation of+ the original. 

* VIII, P. 173—198 
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Part II 

Section I 

In recent years It has been the tendency to formalize 

mathematics in such a way that proofs may be accomplished 

by means of a few mechanical rules. The most comprehensive 

of the present day formal systems are the system of 

PRINCIPIA MATHEMATIC A on t he one hand and the Zermelo- 

Frankel Axiom System on the other hand. These two systems 

are so broad that all methods of proof applied to present 

day mathematics are formalized within them, i.e. are thrown 

back on a few axioms and rules of Inference. It might be . 

supposed that these axioms and rules would suffice to 

decide all mathematical questions which are expressible 

formally in the above mentioned systems. In the following 

we shall show that this is not the case, but on the 

contrary that there are in both systems relatively simple 

problems In the theory of ordinary Integers which do not 

allow themselves to be solved by use ofitheraxioms. 

This stfte of effairs is not due to the special 

nature of the system set up, but rather it holds for a very 

wide class oJ^formal systems to which in particular belong all 

those systems which can be formed from the two mentioned 

systems by the addition of a finite number of axioms, 

provided that no false theorems ofthe kind mentioned in 

the footnote * become provable through these annexed axioms. 

* VIII, P.173, footnote 4 
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We now sketch "briefly the fundamental idea of the 

proof. The formulas of a formal system (we are speaking 

of PM) are considered as a finite seijjps of fundamental 

signs (variable, logical,constant, parenthesis or points 

of separation) and one can easily decide which series of 

fundamental signs are significant formulas and which are 

not. Likewise, proofs from the formal standpoint are 

merely finite series of formulas with definite given 

characteristics. For metamathematical considerations it 

is immaterial which objects are choosen as fundamental 

signs and so we are at liberty to employ the natural numbers 

as such. Then it follows that a formula is a finite 

sequence of natural numbers and a "proof figure” a finite 

sequence of sequences of natural numbers. In this way 

mathematical notions (theorems) become notions (theorems) 

concerning natural numbers or sequences of such and are 

therefore, (at least partially) expressible in the 

symbolism of PM* In particular It can be shown that 

the notions ’’formula”, "proof figure", "provable formula" 

are definable within the framework of PM* That is, we 

can, for example, mention a formula F(v) of PM with a 

free variable v ( of the type of a number sequence) 

such that F(v), interpreted with regard to content says: 

v is a provable formula • We shall now devise an indeter¬ 

minable theorem of the system PM, i.e. fe theorem A such 

that neither A nor not-A is provable, in the following 
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manner: 

A formula of PM with exactly one free variable (of 

the type of natural numbers classes of classes) we 

shall call a "class sign"» We Imagine these class signs 

arranged in any manner to form a sequence and we denote 

the n-th. member by R(n). Observe that the notion "class 

sign" and the ordering relation R allow themselves to be de¬ 

fined within PM. Let ^ be an arbitrary class sign. Let 

denote that formula which arises from the class 

sign ot when the free variable is replaced by the sign 

for the natural number n. Also the triple relation 

x r £y;z3 proves itself as definable within the system 

PM. We now define a class K of natural numbers in the 

following manner: 

v» 6 K s B<rw LRCn) *, tij (l) 

where Bew x means: x is a'provable formula* Since the 

notions which appear in the definiens (the term on the 

right side of an equality sign) are all definable within 

PM, so also is the notion K compounded out of them. That 

is, there is a class sign S such that the formula ^S;n} 

interpreted as regard to content says that the natural 

number n belongs to K. Then S, as a class# sign, is 

identical with a definite R(q), i*e. 

S I R(q) 

for a fixed natural number q We note now that the 
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theorem [k(q)»q~| 1B indeterminable in PM. For, assume 

the theorem to be provable, then it would also be correct • 

That is,according to the above q would belong to K, but 

then according to (1) Bew JjR(q);q3 would hold which 

contradicts our assumption. On the other hand, if the 

negation of [^R(q);q'J were provable, then Tî€K (i.e. 

Bew fR(q)îq]J ) would hold. Consequently, £R(q);q 

and its negation would both be provable which is impossible. 

The analogy of this inference with Richard’s Paradox 

is obvious   it also has a close relationship with "I 

am a liar”, for the indeterminable theorem ^R(q);qJ says 

that q belongs to K, but according to (1) it says that 

tRCq);qJ is not provable. Therefore the theorem asserts 

its own unprovability. The method of proof Just given 
* 

is evidently applicable to each formal system which, in the 

first place, possesses sufficient means of expression in 

order to define the notions (in particular the notion 

"provable formula") appearing in the above deliberations, 

and in the second place, each provable formula is also 

correct with regard to content. 

By noting that £R(q);q^j asserts its own unprovability 

it follows at once that Î.R(q);q^ is correct, for £R(q);q^J 

is indeed unprovable, being indeterminable. Consequently, 

the indeterminable theorem of PM was decided by meta- 

mathematical deliberations. The exact analysis of this 
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remarkable state of affairs leads to surprising results 

relative to the consistency proof of a formal system 

which will he treated in more detail later» 

Section II 

We shsîi now develop the above sketched proof in 

detail and to this end we give an exact description of 

the formal system P for which we wish to prove the 

existence of indeterminable theorems. Now P is essentially 

the system obtained by rebuilding the Peano Axioms using 

the logic of PM (using numbers as individuals and 

successor relation as undefined fundamental notion). 

The fundamental signs ofthe system P are as follows: 

I» Constants: "ru" (not), "V" (or) , HTTW (for all), 

"0” (null), "f" (the successor of), "(M,w)" (parenthesis). 

II» Variable of the first type (for individuals, l.e. 

natural numbers including 0 ) : x, , y, , z, ,.... 

Variables of the second type(for classes of indiv¬ 

iduals): xz ,y2 ,zt»... 

Variables of the third type (for classes of classes 

of Individuals): x3 , y3 , z3 »... and so on. 

Note that variables "fur zwei- und mehrstellige" 

functions (relations) are superfluous as fundamental signs 

since relations can be defined as classes of ordered pairs 
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and ordered pairs as classes of classes. For example, the 

ordered pair a,b can he defined by ((a),(a,b)), where (x,y) 

or (x) Indicates the class whose only elements are x,y or x. 

By a sign of the first type we mean a sign combination 

of the form: 

a, fa, ffa, fffa, ... 

where a Is either 0 or a variable of the first type. In 

the second case we call such a sign a "number sign". For 

bv 
n>l we mean*7a sign of the n-th type the same thing as we 

mean by a variable of the n-th type. Sign combinations of 

the form a(b), where b Is a sign of type n and a a sign of 
N 

type n+1, we call elementary formulas". The "class of 

formulas" Is defined as the smallest class to which all ele¬ 

mentary formulas belong and to which ^(a), (a)V(b), xTT(a) 

together with a,b always belong. Here x Is an arbitrary 

variable. Also (a)V(b) is called the "disjunction" of a 

and b, ^(a) the negation and xTT(a) a generalization of a. 

A formula in which no free variable appears is called a 

"theorem formula" • A formula with exactly n free Individu- 

alcvariables is called an n-place relation sign; for n=l 
% 

a class sign. 

By Subst a^k) » (where a, Is a formula, v a variable 

and b a sign of the same type as v), we mean the formula 

which results when v is replaced everywhere by b. We say 

that a formula a is a "Typenerhohung" of another formula b 

when a arises out of b in such a way that the types of all 
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variables appearing in b are raised by the same amount. 

The following fornulas (I to V) are called axioms ( 

they are defined by aid of the symbols: 0,3» (Ex), : ) 

and are written with the customary convention concerning 

omission of parenthesis: 

I. 1. ^ ( fxt = 0) 

2. fx% = fy, o x, i y, 

3. Xx(0).y,TT X.TT(*,(*,)) . 

II. Each formula which arises out of the following scheme 

thru substitution of an arbitrary formula for p,q,r. 

1. ^pVp^Dp 3* pVq ZD qVp 

2. p^DpVq 4. (pz>q)^3 (rVp^rVq). 

III. Each formula which arises out of either of the fol¬ 

lowing: 

1. vTT(a) ^ Subst a 

2. vTT(bVa) O bVvTT(a) 

where we take for a,v,b,c the following : For a an arb¬ 

itrary formula, for v an arbitrary variable, for b a formula 

in which v does not appear, for c a sign of the same type 

as v, assumed that c contains no variable which is bound 

to a place in a in which v is free. 

IV. Each formula which arises out of the scheme 

1. (Eu)(vTT(u(v) s a)) 

where an arbitrary variable of the type n or n+l is 

substituted for v or u and for a. a formula which contains 

u not free. This axiom represents the Axiom of Reducibil- 

ity. 
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V. Each, formula which arises out of the following 

thru typenerhohung ( and this formula Itself): 

1 • Xi*TT O^iOc.) = 3* / 

These axioms say that a class is completely determined 

by its elements. 

A formula c is called a '’direct consequence" of a 

and b (or of a) if a is the formula (^(b)) V (c) ^or if c 

is the formula vTT(a), where v indicates an arbitrary 

variable} . The class of provable formulas is defined 

as the smallest class of formulas which contain the axioms 

and which is closed with respect to the relation "direct 

consequence". 

We associate now in a unique manner the fundamental 

signs of the system P with the natural numbers as follows: 

"0" ....1 "V" .... 7 11 

Mf" ....3 "IT"  9 ")"  13 

" 5 

Also with the variable of the n th. type we associate 

the numbers of the form p" (where p is a prime >• 13)« 

In this manner a finite series of natural numbers corres¬ 

ponds to each series of fundamental signs and so to each 

formula. This finite series of natural numbers is built 

up by letting the series n, ,n* ,.. .nK correspond to the 

numbers 2n‘ , 3n% , • » » where p indicates the k-th 

prime number according to size. In this way a natural 

number is associated in a one-to-one manner not only with 

each fundamental sign, but also with each finite series of 
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such. The number a associated with the fundamental sign 

(or the fundamental sign series) is designated by ^>(a). 

Consider now any class or relation R(a,,...an) between 

fundamental signs or series of such. We associate with it 

those classes(relations) R' (x,,...xn) between natural numbers 

which exist between x,, xt, ... xn when and only when 

&%9 ax, ... a„ are such that xt s ^(a-v), (i = 1,2,...n), 

and R(a,,...an) holds. Those classes and relations of nat¬ 

ural numbers which are associated in this manner with the 

mathematical notions already defined,i.e. “variable", 

"formula”, ”theorem formula", "axiom", "provable formula", 

etc., we shall designate by the same words in red type. The 

theorem that says that in the system P there are indeterm¬ 

inable problems runs as follows: Thefe is a theorem formula 

a such that neither a nor not-a are provable formulas. 

We insert here some statements which are at present not 

connected with the formal system P. We first give the fol¬ 

lowing definitions: A number-theoretic function <p (x,,.. .x„) 

is said to be "rekursiv deflniert" by means of the number- 

theoretic functions (x, , ...xn_,) and y^(x,, ...xM+l) if 

for all xlf .. .x„ ,k the following holds: 

A number-theoretic function cp is ealled "rekursiv", 

if there is a finite series of number-theoretic functions 

» (ft » » • »<TVi which end with and has the characteristic 

that each function <pK of the series is either rekursiv def- 

iniert by means of the preceding (or any such which arise 

<?(0,xz ...xj = vf^x* ...xj 

<p(ktl,xt...x„) = ^*(k, <p(k,xt 

(2) 
• • .xj ,Xj_. ..X„) 
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by substitution), or Is a constant or the successor func¬ 

tion x-tl. The length of the shortest series of cpt , 

which belongs to a rekursiv function, Is called its"rank"(or 

stufe). A relation between natural numbers R(x, , ...X*,) Is 

called "rekursiv" If there Is a rekursiv function <3> (x,,..xn) 

such that for all x,,xt, . ..xn 

R(xl .. .x„) ^ [<p(x,...xj = 6] . 

The following theorems hold: 

I. Each function arising out of rekursiv functions ( 

relations) by the substitution of a rekursiv function in 

place of the variable is rekursiv; likewise, each function 

which arises out of rekursiv functions thru a rekursiv def¬ 

inition according to (2) Is rekursiv. 

II. If R and S are rekursiv relations, then also 

are R, RVS ( therefore R1S ). 

III. If the functions cf(X),'y(v?) are rekursiv, then, 

also is the relation: <p (7L) Z VJ/(Y?). 

IV. If the function <p(7.) and the relation R(x,v$ 

are rekursiv, then also are the relations S,T 

S(3.,v?) (£x)L* * <?(*)&R(x,v?)] 

T(X,v?) ~ (x) <fCl) R(X7K)] 

as well as the function V4/ 

<$(X) <5 R(x,v?)] 

where exP(x) means: The smallest number x for which F(x) 

holds ( and 0 in case there is no such number). 

Theorem I follows directly from the definition of 

"rekursiv". Theorems II and III depend on the fact that 
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the number-theoretic functions 

namely : 

<*(0)»1; oC(x)= 0 for x+O 

/S(0,x)=*/3(x,0); <3(x,y)~l, if x,y both + O 

nf(x,y)®0, if x=*y; nf(x,y)sl, if x+y 

corresponding to the logical notions -,V, = are rekursiv, 

as one can easily see. Briefly stated the proof of theorem 

IV runs as follows: According to our assumption there id 

a rekursiv^?(x, Y?) such that 

R(x,V?) ^ 

We now define in accordance with the rekursion scheme (2) 

a function %(T,YZ) as follows: 

XCo»v?) = 0 

X (n+i,v?) =(h-M).a, -t X (n,vç)* e*(a) 
where a = <*D* (^(0,*O)l . ot. Yl)\ .<*. 

X (n+l,*?) is therefore either » n-il (when a = 1) 

°r=-X< n,Y?) (when a - 0). Evidently the first ease occurs 

when and only when all factors of a are 1. That is, when 

R (o,v?) * Rtvi+^jV?) * CX (n,v?) = o3. 

holds. 

From this it follows that the function X (n,V?) —— 

considered as a function of n — is zero up to the smallest 

value of n for which R(n,Vf) holds* and from there on Is 

equal to this value. Accordingly, we have: 
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\pa,«) = Xi’<pW,v) 
S(*,vrt RIXX,V?),Y?] 

The relation T can he thrown back thru negation on a case 

analogous to S and this completes our proof of theorem IV. 

The functions x * y, x • y, x* as well as the 

relations x^-y, x * y are, as is readily seen, rekursir* 

Proceeding from these notions we now define a series of 

functions (relations) 1-45, where each one is defined by 

means of the processes mentioned in theorems I - IV. 

Each of the functions (relations) 1-45 among which 

appear such notions as "formula',' "axiom',' "direct 

consequence" is rekursir. 

1 : x/y 3 (£:£)[>£ X & X 

x is divisible by y. 

2. Prim (x) ^(Efc) x&z- ^ Is: £ xs x/zjx X>l 

x is a prime number. 

3. 0 P r x = 0 

(ntl) P r x ^ & Frirv^('j) & X/y > uPrXl 

n P r x is the n-th (according to size) prime number 

contained in x. 

4. 0>=1 

(n+l)|5(ntl).n! 

5* Pr(0) « 0 
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Pr(n*l) S €tjL!j^\Pr(n)>i -+ I S Pn^Cs,) & ^ > Pr(n)] 

Pr(n) Is the n-th prime number (according to size). 

6. nGlx = 6 X S x/(nPrxV* * x/(viPr x)y+l 

nG&x is the n-th term of the number series associated 

with the number x ( n^O and not greater than the length 

of this series). 

7» <Æ.(x)sÇij]jd^;x.&vjPrX>o 5k^Lj+|)prx — Ol 

JL (x) is the^ the number series associated with x. 

8. x*y ■===: 

Cn) Cm JUx) —> Y\ GQ.£ = n G £ x] <£ 

6r\^C0< n^JLCy) (n \ JUx))GjU: mnGQ.33} 

x#y corresponds to the operation of the "joinings** of 

two finite number series. 

9. R(x) s 2X 

R(x) corresponds to the number series consisting only of 

the number xi, for x>0) 

10. E(x) == R(ll)*x#R(13) 

E(x) corresponds to the operation of "bracketing** Qll 

and 13 are àhsoeiated with the fundamental signs "(" and ")"1 

± 

11. n Var x s (E*)L»3< * & PrimOE) &X = v\*0 

x is a Variable of the n-th type. 

12. Var(x) s (En) J^n^x& n Var x] 

x is a variable. 



13. Neg(x) ==R(5) * E(x) 

Neg(x) Is the negation of x. 

14. x Dis y s E(x) * R(7) * E(y) 

x Dis y is the disjunction of x and y. 

15. x Gen y s R(x) * R(9) * E(y) 

x Gen y is the generalization of y hy means of the var¬ 

iable x (assumed that x Is a variable). 

16. 0 N x ss x 

(ntl) N x s R(3)* n N x 

n N x corresponds to the operation: "setting the sign 

*f* before x n times'! 

17* Z(n) ■& n N CR(1)3 

Z(n) is the number sign for the number n. 

18. Typ* (x) 3 (Eirn^n) y n ^ X & I_vvi V l 'V^.r irvQ 

Ax “ vi MLRCvvOl}- 

x is a sign of the first type. 

19. TypM(x) = C.W s |<X Typ/V L^> I <5: 

(Ev){v^ x ^ vi VcLr v & x =• R(Y)J 

x is a sign of the n-th type. 

20. EJlf(x) 35 JE y,z,n) [y,z,n*x & Typn(y) 

& TypM+l(z) & x s z « E(y)] 

x is an elementary formula. 

21. Op(xyz) =3 x =*Neg(y) V x * j Dis z V 

(Ev) j^v^-x & Var(v) & x s v Gen yj 
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22. FR(x) s {Yy){b<Y\±l(x) -» V 

(Ep^) L 0^ p, q,< n & Op (V\GJU, pGU, JUfl} 

& Uy) > o. 

x is a series of formulas each of which is either an 

elementary formula or comes from the preceding thru the 

operation of negation, disjunction, or generalization. 

„ r 
23. Form (x) = (En)\Y\ (PrLH*)lJ) 

Si 
x is a formula ( i.e. last term of a formule series n) 

24. v Geh n,x s Var (v) & Form (x) & 

(E a,b,c) ta,h,céx&x =s a*(v Gen b)#c 
& Form (b) & JÎ. (a)tl^n ^J?(a) £(v Gen b) 

The variable v is bound to the n-th place in x. 

25. ▼ Fr n,x =~ Tfariy) & For™ V ss Y\Q& 

v*sü R(x) 5. V Geb rij x 
The variable v is free ihcthe n-th place in x. 

26. v Fr x =s (Ew)Ln ^ JLOc) s. v Pr r\, x] 

v appears in x as a free variable. 

27. Sux ("JS ei^ôLPrU(x)tiw))r^LCEcx,v)a,v 

ê*X& x = u.*R(*iGjlx) n=^ 

Su x(") arises out of x if one inserts y in place of 

the n-th term of x ( assumed that 0< n ^ £(*)) • 
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28. 0 S t v,x se <• &(*) i vFr hjX 

£ CË7) ^ P < jU^) à v Frp^^i 

(k+OS'tvjX 22 k Stvy x S. v FrrijX 

£ (Ep)H v\ ^ p <. k 5"tvy x <5 v Frpj *3} 

k S t v,x is the k+1 st. place in x (counting from the 

end of the formula x ) in which v is free in x ( and 0 if 

there is no such place). 

29 • A(v,x) ^ G m ^ & Vi S"ty/j x = Oi 

A(v,x) is the magnitude of the place in which v is 

free in x. 

30. S b0 (x y) ^ X 

Sbk+,(xvJs Su.L5bk(xvJ] 

51. Sh^Yy) S 5b/V(VjX) (X y) 

Sb^Xy) is above defined notion Subst a (t) 

52. x Imp y m frreg(xXjDis y •■'*.) 

x Con y es Neg^ jjleg(x)3 Dis [Neg(y J} 

x Aeq y as (x Imp y) Con (y Imp x) 

w Ex y sa Neg-^ v Gen[Neg(y )}}■ 

55. n Th x s ^ X^SCVOD*^ -> 

(kQi X ^ \3 <5L UGfcvj ^ UG. V 

(k6£x>13& k<3£y =. kGJU.DPrCkG5U)T)]}- 

n Th x is the n-th Typenerhohung of x (in case x and 

n Th x are formulas. 
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Let three fixed numbers, designated byz(,zt,z3, cor¬ 

respond to 1,2,3, of Axiom group I. We define: 

34. Z-Ax(x) s (> = 2., V y. = ** =£3) 

35* A,-Ax(x) « (Ey) [y<x & Form(y) & 

x = (y Dis y) Imp y] 

x is a formula arising thru substitution in 11,1. 

Az-Ax, A3-AX, A4-AX corresponding to 2,3,4, of Axiom 

group II are defined in an analogous manner. 

36. A-Ax(x) s A,-Ax(x) V At-Ax(x) V Aj-Ax(x) V 

A4-AX(X) 

x is a formula formed by substituting in an assertion 

axfofom. 

37* Q(z,y,v) s (Elr\,rrtj w)^ S~W\ 4 

\w = wtQjlï 5; u/ Gela Yij y &.v Fm 

z contains no variable which is bound to a place in 

y ir^rhich v is free. 

38. L, -Ax(x) =3 (Ev,y ,z,n) -^v,y,z,n, ^ x & n Var v & 

Typn(z) à Form (y) à Q(z,y,v) & 

x s (v Gen y) Imp [[Sb^*)!} 

x is a formula formed by substituting in 111,1. 

39* L^-Ax(x) =. (Er,q,p) ^v,q,p-^x & Var(v) & Form(p) 

& v Fr p & Form(q) & 

x. = [v Gen (p Dis q)^ Imp [jp Dis(v Gen <i)\} 

x is a formula found by substituting in III,2. 
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40. R-Ax(x) s (Eu,v,y,n)^u,v,y,n •<. x & n Var v & 

(ntl) Var u & u'~Fr~y & Form(y) & 

x s u Ex{v Gen ££R(U)#E(R(V))1 Aeq y} 

x is a formula formed by substituting in IV,1. 

Î6 Axiom V,1 corresponds a definite number z and we 

define: 

41. M-Ax(x) s (En)n^ x & x « n Th zu3. 

42. Ax(x) s Z-Ax(x) V A-Ax(x) V L,-Ax(x) 

V Lj-Axfx) V R-Ax(x) V M-Ax(x) 

x is an axiom. 

43. F X. (x y z) s y=z Imp x V 

(EV)£ vix & Var(v) & x=v Gen y3 

x is a direct consequence of y and z. 

44. Bw(x) « ^ JU*) A V 

(EfJ^)lo<p>> FMwQ£x;p6£x,<jj<SjU)3} 

& jU*) > O 

x is a proof figure (a finite sequence of formulas, 

each of which is either an axiom or a direct consequence 

of two of the preceding). 

45 • x B y sa B w (x) &tl^(x)3 GÎx = y 

x is a proof for the formula y. 

46. Bew(x)== (Ey) y B y 

x is a provable formula. 
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The statement : "Each rekursiv relation is definable 

within the system PM is expressed exactly "by the following 

theorem: 

Theorem V: For each rekursiv relation R(x,    ) 

there is one n-place relation sign r (with the free variables 

u,,ut,  un) such that for all number n-tuple (x% .. • .xn ) 

it follows that: 

R(*.•••• x„) —*• Bawjsb^r (3) 

R0t.--X,) -»■ B<=-W jït<=3 Sb(r ^,V“.7,(*.))] (A) 

We shall indicate the proof of this theorem but briefly; 

since it presents no special difficulty and is rather long. 

We prove the theorem for all relations R(Xj  xn ) 

of the form: x, s <^(xt x* )» ^where is a 

rekursiv function^ and apply complete induction according 

to the rank of • For functions of the first rank (i.e. 

constants and the function x * 1) the theorem is trivial. 

So assume cÇ to be of the m-th. rank. It is obtained from 

the functions of lower raük cÇ( , thru the 

operation of substitution or out of the rekursiv defini¬ 

tion. Since for <ç, cpK almost everything is proved 

according to the Inductive assumption, there exist relation 

signs rx  rK such that (3)» (4) hold. The definition 

processes whereby is obtained from d?, , cÇ-, , <9* 

(substitution and rekursiv definition) can all be copied 

formally in the system p. We do this obtaining a new 
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relation sign r out of r,  r^ for which the validity 

of (3)» (4) can "be proved without difficulty hy application 

of the inductive assumption. A relation'sign r which is 

associated with a rekurslv relation in this manner is said 

to he rekurslv. 

We come now to the main part of our paper. Let *0 

he an arbitrary class of formulas. We designate hy FlgC-fc) 

(Folgerungsmenge von = range of inferences of % ) 

the smallest set of formulas which contain all the 

formulas of OC and all axioms and which is closed against 

the relation Mdirect consequence”, -pc is said to he to- 

consistent if there is no class sign a such that: 

(n) Z(M)] £ Fig fojj & Qv Ge* FI3 W 

where v is the free variable of the class sign a« 

Each 00 -consistent system is, of course, also 

consistent. The converse does not hold as we shall see 

later. 

The general result concerning the existence of 

indeterminable theorems is given hy: 

Theorem VI: For each Q3 -consistent rekurslv class 

PC of formulas there is a rekurslv class sign r such that 

neither v Gen r nor tteg(v Gen r) belongs to Flg(?c), where 

v is the free variable of r. 

Proof: Let 06 he an arbitrary rekurslv 00 -consistent 

class of formulas. We define 
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Bw* (x) =s (n)ln é. JUx) —> Ax(v» x) V (nGRx) V (5) 

(Ep,<t>){o^ ^ & FjUn (5C. X , p 61 x,^<3£ x)ï] 5» ]Ux)>o 

tsee the analogous notion 44) 

xB*_ L| ^ Bw^(x) <5: L JUx)l Gl x -)t (6) 

Bew^Cx) s, (Eij)yB*,* 

(see the analogous notions 45*46) 

Obvioufejy 

• (x)CBew^Cx) rv yt FI9 C*Jf] 

(x)lBcw lx) —> Be.w* (x)J 

hold. 

We now define the relation: 

GK»,I) = xB^Sb^ ^j)j 

Since xB^ y £ by (6),(5)] and Sb ^ 7;^)) 

(by Def. 17*31) are rekursiv^so also is Q(xy). By 

Theorem V and (8) there is consequently a relation sign q 

(with the free variable 17>19) such that 

(6.1) 

(7) 

(8) 

(8.It 
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* B^[st>(y zaJ\ ^ ^evv£sb^ 

X |S b (4 ^> Bev^jVleg * 

We set: 
p = 17 Gen q 

= U zw) 

11 1*3 \1 
w TWj (9) 

t M \? \1 
TwJJ (10) 

(11) 

19) and 

(12) 

(r Is e^rekurslv class sign with the free variable 17). 

Whence we have 

Sb(p z(p)) — Sb(D7 Çew = H 

— IT Gen 1r (13) 

Furthermore: 

'Z(P)) = ^(r *zw) (14$ 

by (12). If y Is replaced by p In (9) and (10), we obtain by 

(13jl and (14): 

X By*/ L\1 r) —> Bew^ b(r (15) 

xB#, (ii <5en r) —>(3<=w*[N<=-3 Sb(r (16) 
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Whence : 

1. 17 Gen r Is not ^-provable. For If It were, then 

there would he (by 6.1) an n such that nB^, (17 Gen r). # 

By (16) Bew^ £ Neg Sb | would hold while on 

the other hand out of the x -provability of IT Gen r 

follows at once that of (r %(*) ) * Whence ~p 

would be contradictory and so co -contradictory. 

2. Neg(17 Gen r) is not ;fcr —provable 

Proof: As was proved above, 17 Gen r is not x -provable. 
That is, (by 6.1) (n) nB^(17"'Gen r) holds. Whence by (15) 

(n)Bew^ £sb )1 ; ana this together with 

Bew^jNeg(17 Gen r)] would be contrary to the co-consistency 

of V. • 

Thus 17 Gen r is indeterminable in 'X » an<* this proves 

theorem VI. 

It is readily seen that the above proof is constructive. 

Consider an arbitrary rekursiv class X of formulas. If 

we can produce a formal determination ( in 'X ) of the 

theorem formula 17 Gen r, then we will have 

1. A proof of Neg(17 Gen r) 

2. For each arbitrary n a proof of Sb(jT *2(n)) 

That is, a formal determination of 17 Gen r would bring 

about effectively the formal exhibition of an co - inconsis¬ 

tency . 

We shall call a relation (class) between natural 



numbers R(xt  xn ) "entscheldungsdefinit" If there 

is an n-place relation sign r such that (3) and (4) hold 

(See Theorem V) • In particular according to Theorem V 

each rekursiv relation Is entscheldungsdefinit. Similarly, 

a relation sign Is called entscheldungsdefinit If It Is 

associated in this manner with a entscheldungsdefinit 

relation. It suffices for the existence of Indeterminable 

theorems ( of the class assume^) that it be co-consistent 

and entscheldungsdefinit. For the ”enstcheidungsdeflnihe 11" 

is carried over from to xB^ Çj' [see (5)» (6)^] and to 

Q(x,y) and only this would apply in the above proof. The 

indeterminable theorem has in this ease the form v Gen r, 

where f is an entscheldungsdefinit class sign. 

If we assume of % merely consistency instead of 

do -consistency, then the existence of an indeterminable 

theorem does not follow (perhaps however the existence of 

a characteristic (rj( for which neither a. contrary example 

is givable of provable follows). For in the proof that 

17 Gen r is not -provable the consistency of % only 

would apply and from Bew^(17 Gen r) it follows (by 15) 

that for each number x Sb^f" 

no number is Neg Sb^r^7
(is)) ^-provable. 

If we adjoin Neg(17 Gen r) to •%. , we obtain a 

consistent (but not do -consistent) formula class ■%! . 

Now ■%} is consistent, forvOtherwise, 17 Gen r would be 

# -provable. But y! is not oo-consistent for on 

account of Bew^(17 Gen r) and (15) we have holding: 

Zw) * 

consequently, for 
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(x)Bew^ Sb^r 7^)» and eaten the more.fetmnfeiy: (x)Bew^ Sb (r 

and on the other hand Bew^, £Neg(17 Gen r£] holds. 

A special case of Theorem VI is where the class 

consists of a finite number of formulas. Each finite 

class cOls naturally rekursiv. Let a be the largest number 

contained in ** t Then in this case 

y £ & n-1 ( Ev*f *) \yv% éxs>n £ 3, &.y. — wiT h n] 

holds for 'X- * 

%1B consequently rekursiv. This allows us to conclude, 

with the help of the Axiom of Choice (for all types) or 

the Generalized Continuum ktypothesis, that not all theorems 

are determinable -—assumed that these hypthesês are 

co-consistent. 

In the proof of Theorem VI no characteristic of the 

system P other than the following were used: 

1. The class of axioms and the rule of inference 

(i.e. the relation "direct consequence") are rekursiv 

definable, as soon as the fundamental signs are replaced 

in any manner by natural numbers. 

2. Each rekursiv relation is definable within 

the system P (in the sense of Th. V). 

Therefore, in each formal system which satisfies the 

assumptions 1,2 and is 6>-consistent there are indeter¬ 

minable theorems of the form (x)F(X)}where F is a 

rekursiv definiest characteristic of the natural numbers 
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This is true also in each extension of such a system by 

means of a rekursiv definable oo—consistent class of 

axioms. To the system which èàfciafies the assumptions 

1, 2 belong the zermelo-rraenkel System end the Von 

Neumann Axiom System of Set Theory as well as the Axiom 

System of Number Theory which consists of the Peano 

Axioms, the rekursiv definition, and the logical rules. 

Assumption 1 satisfies each system whoes rules of inference 

are the ordinary ones and whose axioms (just as in P) 

originate thro the putting in of finitely many “schemata". 

Section III. 

From Theorem VI we shall make further deductions 

and to this end we give the following definitions: 

A relation (class) is called "arithmetic" if it is 

definable solely by means of the notions + , • (addition 

and multiplication as related to natural numbers) and 

the logical constants V, rr* , (:{#}, where (x) and :=■ 

are to be associated only with the natural numbers. 

Similarly, we define the notion "arithmetic theorem". 

In particular the relations "greater" and "congruent by 

some modulus" are arithmetic 

* > (E i) - y. -t-zl 

XH (j ^(E*)L> ='^tî. vn V ^ = Y+2.n] 

Whence 
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TheoremVII: Each rekursiv relation la arithmetic. 

We shall prove the theorem In the form: Each relation 

of the form « cÇ(x, xM ), where «Ç Is rekursiv, 

is arithmetic. We apply complete Induction according to 

the rank of . Let have the s-th. rank (s > 1) .cfThen. 

we have holding either: 

^^ (y» * • • *XM) Xz Cy»x«)•••XH 

(where ^ and all "Xi have lower rank than s) or: 

2* 3 (0, Xx—Kw) = •••*►•) 

4(Kt^ s yU_IU, ^(k^Yx-'-Xv,), Xi--Xrf] 

(where have lower rank than s), 

In the first case we have: 

Yo ^=. <Ç (>i • * *x*} oJ (E • • • y*n) LKCXO^JI • • • & 

& S| C^jY-l t"Xw)& • • ••& SKV, C'dwi, X, •• *Xn)3 

Therefore xo = (x   ) is in this case arithmetic. 

In the second case we employ the following procedure: 

We can express the relation x0 : cÇ (x,  ..x„ ) with 

the help of the notion "Sequence of Numbers" (f) in the 

following manner: 

X. = cÇCYi ••• Xh)^J (E4) Vk-H7 0e» •••*«) * (k)LH<x, 

"fK*ti ** /*- (M> Xo=4xi} 
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And so holds: 

x* =<Ç(xi''*Xw)/^v>(E-f)(S(4<.,>*x*"XH) &(V0Lu«£X, —> 

T (f^+, y k» ■fie.^xx*'*x*»)3 &. x-o — 

We now replace the notion "Sequence on Numbers” by "Pair 
M c ) of Numbers" In which we associate the number sequenceT 

(.4*/ — 1*0 \ t (.K+0<=J with the number pair n,d, where 

Inlp indicates the smallest non-negative remainder of n 

modulo p. Whence 

Lemma 1: If f is an arbitrary sequence of natural 

numbers and k an arbitrary number, then there is a pair 

of natural numbers n,d such that T and f cqjicide 

in the first k terms. 

Proof: Let £ be the largest ofIthe numbers k, f0 , 

f4 , f|v_i . Fix n such that: 

n = ft LwioA (n } Iso^i^-k-i 

This is possible since the numbers 1 •* (i-l)jL* , 

1=0, 1,  k-1 , taken in pairs are relatively 

prime. For a prime number contained in two of these 

numbers must also be contained in the difference (i,-i*)SA 

and therefore in jLI since (il-i1)< JL , and this is 

impossible. Then n,JL•. 3 is! the desired number pair. 

Since the relation x = Ln3p Is defined by: 

x =-n(mod p) & x < p 

(and so is arithmetic), it follows that the relation 

P(x6 , x, , x* ) defined by 

(17) 
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T (k + i) > k » Wi + J (K+I)> Xi"' X»)] & X« -D1! l+dOi,ti)^ 

is also arithmetic "welehe nach (17) und Hilfssàtz 1 mit: 

xd = cÇ (x^  xH ) equivalent 1st? This finishes 

our proof. 

According to Th. VII there is for each problem of 

the form (x)F(x) £F rekursiv^ an equivalent arithmetic 

problem, and since the entire proof of Th. VII can be 

formalized (for each special F) within the system F, this 

équivalente in P is provable. Whence 

Theorem VIII: In each of the formal systems mentioned 

in Th. VI there are indeterminable arithmetic theorems. 

The same holds (by note p.) for the Axiom System of 

Set Theory and for those extensions made by means of 

6o -consistent rekurslv classes of axioms. 

We now come to the following result: 

Theorem IX: In all the formal systems mentioned 

in Th. VI there are indeterminable theorems of the 

restricted calculus of functions, (l»e. formulas of the 

restricted calculus of functions for which neither the 

universal validity nor the existence of a "gegenbeispiels" 

is provable). 

This depends on: 

Theorem X: Each problem of the form (x)F(x) 
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[F rekurslv} c&n "be thrown "back on the question 

concerning the fulfillability of a formula in the 

restricted calculus of functions (i.e. for each rekursiv 

F one can mention a formula in the restricted calculus 

of functions whose fulfill ability is equivalent to the 

correctness of (x)F(x) ). 

Proof: With the restricted calculus of functions 

(e.F.) we reckon those formulas which can be built up 

out of the fundamental signs: —, V, (x),,r; x,y, .... 

(individual variables) F(x), G(x,y), H(x,y,z),   

We annex to these signs a third kind of variable cÇ(x), 

H'Cxy), *X(xyz) etc. which represent object functions 

£i.e. 4>(x), %(xy), etc denote unique functions 

whose arguments and values are indiviluals] . A formula 

which contains besides the first cited signs of the e.F. 

still a third kind ]j<Ç(x), ^y(xy), etc^ is called a 

formula in the broad sense (i.w.S.). The notions 

"fuifillable** and ’’universal validity” go over without 

more ado into formulas l.w.S. and a theorem to the effect 

that we can assign to each formula i.w.S. ”A” an ordinary 

formula of e.F.”B” such that the fulfinability of A is 

equivalent to thfetcof B is valid. In fact, B can be 

obtained from A* 

We point out now that to each problem of the form 

(x)F(x) [F rekursiv^ there is an equivalent problem 
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concerning the fui fil lability of a formula i.w.S., 

from which our theorem follows> 

Since P is rekursiv, there is a rekursiv function 

^ (x) such that P(x)rv>Jj£ (x) : oj , and for there 

is a series of functions rtsuch that 

<3?,(x) = xtl and for each $KCI < k £. n) either: 

!• (>i«* • ••)<*») — (Xi* "X *vi a (is) 

(x,Xx > • •*».))Ci' ”^rvi3 

P,^<k 

or: 

2. (X|«• *x»n)D3?*(*»"'Vh.) ~ ($L»CX*) « • • $is(^.s))*} (19) 

Y~ k j Lv k (v ; \ j Zj * — s) 

or: 
3- (*. ». *x*v,) L<SK(XI”'X".) =. $, ($% »... $,(o)Y] (20) 

Further we huild up the theorems: 

(x) C*) = o &0<y)L$i (x) =• 3?i CH)—> x = ^3 (21) 

(x) L3?»(*) = ol (22) 

In formulas (18),(19),(20) [for k I 2, 3, n} 

and in (21) and (22) we replace the function 3>i by the 

variable function and the number zero by an individual 

variable x© (not appearing elsewhere) and from the 

conjunction C of all formulas thus obtained. 
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The formula (Ex0 )C has then the required characteristic. 

That Is: 

1. If (x)£<f>(x) Z 6} holds then (Exa )C Is fulfill- 

ahle. 
\3 _ 

2. If (Ex„ )CAfulflllable then (x)^(x) = Oj holds. 

Proof: Let 41.. 4U   W* be the functions 

which furnish a correct theorem for Q\ inserted 

in (Ex0 )C. Let their individual domain be . On 

account of the correctness of (Ex0)C for the functions 

there is an individual such that formulas (18) to 

(20) go over into correct theorems (18* ) to (22* ) when <§l 

is replaced by L|l£ and 0 by a. We form now the smallest 

subclass of JT which contains a ainid is closed against the 

operation 4U*>- Then this is valid for i_j)t ,by the 

definition of ^'and on account of (18* )» (19* ), (2Cf ) 

this characteristic of L^with lowere index goes over to 

such with higher index. The functions which arise from 

Wi thru limitation of the individual domain we call 

L|JJ . Formulas (18) to (22) hold for this function 

(by replacing 0 by a and t>y uA ) • 

On account ofthe correctness of (21) for 4iJ and 

a we can represent the Individuals of £T% uniquely by 

the natural numbers in such a way that a goes over into 

0 and the function 41 / into the successor function <j>| 

By this representation all functions t-|l£ go over into the 

functions and on account of the correctness of (22) 
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for ljJ* and a It follows that (x) [<J>n(x) = 0] or 

(x) [ <pCx) * o] ho Ids y which was* proved» 

Since the considerations which lead to Th. X can he 

carried thru within the system P (for each special-#), it 

follows that the equivalence of a theorem ofH.the form 

(x)F(x) [F rekursiv} and the fulfillability of the 

corresponding formula of e.F in P is provable and, therefore# 

the indeterminablllty of the one follows out of that of the 
XZ 

other and with this Th. M is proved. 

Section IV» 

By aid of the preceding theorems we obtain a 

remarkable result concerning the "wlderspruchslosig- 

keltsbewBises* of the system P (and its extensions) 

which is expressed by: 

Theorem XI: Let ^ be an arbitrary rekursiv 

consistent (i.e. non-contradictory) class of formulas. 

Then the formula theorem which says that ^ is non- 

contradictory is not provable; in particular, the 

the consistency of P is unprovable in P. 

The proof sketched in outline goes as follows: 
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/ 
Let be an spfrbitrarily chosen rekursiv class of 

formulas (In the simplest case the null class)* In the 

proof of the statement that 17 Gen r Is not ^-provable 

we used (as follows from l,p. )*only the consistency of 

•pp • Thus 

Wid M —» B<= (n Gen r) (23) 

and by (6.1) 

Wid ('p) •—>(x)B^(l“7 (Sen r) 

By (13) n Qcn r = Sb(p 

Wid (*30 —^ (*) X X(P)) 

and by (8.1) 

Wid (-P) —> M Q. (x, P) (S4) 

> 

We now confirm the following: all of the notions 

defined (or assertions proved) in Section II and Section 

IV (up to now) are expressible (or provable) in P* For 

we used only the ordinary definitions and proof methods 

of classical mathematics as they are formalized in the 

system P. Let w be the theorem formula by means of which 
\ 

Wid (^) is expressed in P* The delation Q(x,y) is £ 

£ in conformity with (8.1), (9), (10)j expressed by the 

relation sign q, and so Q(x,p) is expressed by r £see (12)| 

* VIII P-173, footnote 
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and the theorem (x)Q(x,p) by 17 Gen r. 

Then by (24) w Imp(17 Gen r) is provable in P (hence 

•#. -provable). If w were -provable, then 17 Gen r 

would also be ^-provable and it would follow by (23) 

that & is not consistent. 

We note that this proof is constructive. The whole 

proof of Th. XI goes over word for word to the Axiom System 

of Set Theory M and to Classical Mathematics A and we 

obtain the results: There is no widerspruchslosigkeits- 

beweisell for Moor A which can be formalized within M or A, 

assumed that M or A is consistent. It is to be noted that 

Th. XI (and the corresponding results concerning M,A) does 

not contradict the formalistic viewpoint of Hilbert. 

For that assumes only the existence of a Mmlt finlten 

Mitteln gefuhrten widerspruchsfeiheitsbeweises” and it 

is conceivable that there are finite proofs which are 

not representable in P (M,A). 
W 

SinceAeach consistent class ^ w is not ^-provable, 

then there are always (in Kr ) indeterminable theorems 

(as w), provided Neg(w) is not -provable; m.a.W. one 

can in Th. VI replace the assumption of co -consistency 

by the following. The assertion M is contradictory” 

is not -provable. (We assume that there is a consistent 

P for which this statement is ^ -provable) 

In this work we have limited ourselves essentially to 

the system P and only indicated the applications to other 

systems. 
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EXISTENCE THEOREMS FOR SOLUTIONS OF dy/dx = f(x,y) 

Consider the first order differential equation 

Cl) dy/dx t= f(x,y). 

If a relation y=:Y(x) exists such that 

(2) dY/dx = f(x,j) 

then j -zz Y(x) is said to be a solution* of the 

differential equation (1). 
of 

If (1) happens to beAa special form (i.e. if f(x,y) 

is a function of a particular type) we can actually solve 

it by elementary processes and in such a case there is no 

question concerning the existence of a solution the 

exhibition of a solution is proof of its existence. 

Many methods have been devised for handling such special 

equations, but since there is no known method applicable 

to all cases, the question of the existence and uniqueness 

of a solution becomes of especial interest. 

In this paper we shall not be interested primarily 

in the solution of these special cases. Our interest 

lies rather in determining the conditions under which a 

solution of (1) exists, and this involves a discussion 

of various properties of f(x,y). 

* Often a solution is obtained in Implicit form, as F(x,y) 
= 0, in which it is Impossible to solve for y in terms 

of x. 



GRAPHICAL INTERPRETATION. 

' Y 
In (1) let f(x,y) "be any given 

function. Assign to x and y the 

coordinates of a point P in the x,y 

plane. This determines the slope of 

y at p. GbLout from F with this 

slope^a second point, as P, . 

Substitute the coordinates of 3P,   

in Cl)» obtaining a new direction. 

Go in this direction a short distance to p* . Proceeding 

in this manner, we obtain a polygonal line such that the 

coordinates of every vertex and the direction of the 

following segments satisfy (1). Now if this polygonal 

line approaches a curve C as a limit as the lengl^è of 

each segment approaches zero, then it is evident that the 

curve C satisfies equation (1). That is, a solution of 

the differential equation (1) exists and C is its integral 

curve. 

In showing the existence of a solution we made certain 

tacit assumptions   the nature and importance of which 

we shall discuss later. 

THEOREM I: If f(x,y) is single valued and analytic 

in x and y in a closed domain D, then there exists a unique 

solution of (1) satisfying the initial conditions,!.e. yay# 
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where xs 

Proof: Let P(x0,y0) be a point in D. (Take xQ =. 0, 

yosr0, since this entails no loss in generality). Then 

f(x,y) can be expanded into a power series in the 

neighborhood of P, and from (1) we have: 

(3) a'- 
n 

We now seek to satisfy (1) by a power series of the type 

(4) 'i f c„X 
nTi 

Substituting in (3) we find that our differential 

equation is satisfied formally if 

Ci — Ao o 

2-Cxz Al» "t A*|C, 

3C3 A26 t Au Ci "i* c + A»i Ci 

where the are easily obtained by equating like powers 

of x. Evidently ct,c, ,e,, can be calculated in just 

one way; hence there is only one series of type (4) which 

gives a formal solution of (1). So if (4) converges, it 

defines a function which satisfies (1). Thus we will have 

shown the existence of a unique solution of (1) if we can 

prove that (4) converges. To this end we consider the 

auxiliary differential equation 

ZI 21 x""4 
MSA Ht 2 0 > 

(5) 
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where r, R are two positive numbers in the region of 

convergence of (5) and M is a positive number such that 

lA«,,«|r'"R"< M for all m,n. Then by the theory of 

dominant functions 

M  

dominates the function f(x,y). Thus if 

(6) y » K, x+ Kax\ K3x
3  

is a series solution to (5)» we have by comparison with 

(4), Kl > |Ci| • Hence the convergence of (6) implies 

that 'of (4). Prom (5) 

O-iO'H - ^ ’> 
whence i^x — zKij - 2 RMr log(l - *r) = C 

where C •= 0 by the initial conditions. Solving this 

quadratic 

(7) y = R — ^ 2RMr (| -y) 

the negative sign of the radical being chosen in order to 

satisfy the requirement that y = 0 when xs 0. If (7) is 

expanded by Maclaurin’s Theorem, then for sufficiently 

small values of |XI It becomes a convergent series 

identical with (6). But the convergence of (6) implies 

that of (4). Hence we have shown that if f(x,y) is single 

valued and analytic,there exists one and only one solution 
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of (1) which passes thru the point (x*,y„). Q.E.D. 

Remark: If f(x,y) is double valued,then there will 

exist two solutions satisfying the initial conditions 

(i.e. y* y0 when x = x»). Obviously this proof falls 

when f(x,y) is not expansible into a power series. This 

may happen at a point where f(x,y) becomes Infinite or 

indeterminable. In the former case we can often avoid 

this difficulty by considering dx/dy •=. l/f(x,y) and 

expressing x as a power series in y. 

This existence theorem often gives us but little 

information concerning the value of convergence of the 

series (4), for frequently this series will have a much 

greater radius of convergence than will series (6). 

In our proof we assumed that f(x,y) was an analytic 

function in the domain D defined by }X-X*M f* and 

R. . This restriction is really a rather 

strong one since it implies: 

(a) That the absolute Value of f(x,y) has a finite 

upper bound in D. This property is due to the continuity 

of the function and does not always hold unless D is 

closed. 

(b) That f(x,y) is uniquely expansible into a power 

series in x - x„ and y - y* which converges uniformly 

over D. 

(c) That there exists a power series which dominates 
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series (4) and converges for all values of x and y in D', 

any domain contained within i). 

The question now arises, can we get by with a weaker 

restriction on f(x,y)? 

THEOREM II: Let f(x,y) be a function satisfying the 

two requirements: (1) f(x,y) is a single valued continuous 

function of x and y in the domain D: |x-x«|^a ; b. 

(2) f(x,y) satisfies the Llpschltz Condition*. 

Then there exists a unique continuous function y=iY(x) 

which satisfies the differential equation (1) along with the 

initial requirement Y(x0)=y0. 

First Proof: The Method of Successive Approximation. 

Let M be the upper bound of jf(x,y)| in D and let h be 

* That is, if (x,y*) and (x,Y*) are any two points in D with 
the same abscissa then there exista a constant K such that 
|f(x,Y*) - f(x,y*)|< K|Y* - y*| , K> 0. 
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the smaller of the two quantities (a, b/M) • If b/M<a we 

require Jx-x0|^ h. 

Assume y=^(x) , a continuous function, to he an approx¬ 

imate solution of (1) over the Picard interval(l .e . x^x^-t-h). 

Substitute this value of y In the right hand member of (1). 

Let the solution of this altered differential equation be y=j}(x). 

Then we have 

y'=: f[x ,£(x)] 

y(x) = y* + [*f[xtyo(x)~] dx 
/K. 

Define similarly 

y2(x) = yo+ /f[x,y,(x)J dx 

ry 
(8) yn(x) = y. + 2 f[x»yn-/x^] dx 

The quantity yn(x) is called the n-th. approximation to 

Y(x) « Our existence theorem will be proved if we can show 

(a) that limy rsY(x), a continuous function. 
Yl~>co 1

 * 

(b) that Y(x) satisfies (1) and the initial requirement 

(c) that Y(x) is the only continuous solution satisfy¬ 

ing the initial conditions. 

To this end we first show that if x lies in the Picard 

interval and if the curve y = y„_,(x) lies in D, then the 

curve y = yn(x) lies in R, where R is the triangular regions 

shown in the figure* By (8) 7n~y» when x =.xe. That is, 

y » y„(x) passes thru P(xt>,3^). 

For x ^ xe we have 

* IV. P-85« 
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(9) |yMw-y») = |/f (x, M/U*1 «Mlx-Xol. 

Thus the slope of this curve (which passes thru P) 
or s. 

is always numerically less than^M, and so the curve lies 

in R. Hence if y = y0(x) lies in D, then yt (x) lies in R 

and passes thru P. Since Pjlies in D, we can continue the 

reasoning and hy induction show that all of the n approximat¬ 

ing curves lie in R. Since y0(x) is continuous, it follows 

that f £x,y0[Cx)]] is continuous, and the continuity of y( (x) 

follows from the fact that the integral of a continuous 

function is a continuous function. Thus y0 ,y, -y are 

all continuous functions and each one except possibly the 

first has a continuous derivative. Taking x0-h x ^ xc+ h 

we have 

|y,-y.| = ^ 

-f Kfoyi)K/iyi-y.|.l<M 
/X« /Xo 

< MK/l X-XoMdxl = MJ^.| 
/*• z.1 

yx. 3 ! 

# Except possibly the first one 
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And in general 

(10) < ±1^—|x-x0|
n. 

This Inequality holds for Jx-x.1^ h. 

n 
ROW yn(*) = y© -t* £ { Vi w — • 

Letting n —> oo we have 

en) y- ^ - a* + E. {bi w - «1-. w} 

(12) Consider: U. + E \. 
11 = 1 n! 

•factorial 
Due to the factional term in the denominator this last 

series converged. Then since each term of (11) Rafter the 

first is less than the corresponding term of (12), it follows 

that (11) converges absolutely and uniformly over the Picard 

interval to a continuous function Y(x). 

We now prove that Y(x) satisfies the differential 

equation. This will he shown if we can prove that 

/v . 

/Y- 
-flX, 

/^O 
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(13) or YW-y. -J^Yl^YjK = O. 

To prove thi^we solve (8) for ya and substitute In (13) 

obtaining 

I Yw - y• i U (x JY) I = |Y- *d" •* /{4foy*-,) - -Ç(^Y)}dy| 
'X* 

JXo 

*lY-y.l + K/’|aB.,-Yl-W*l 
Oc* 

By the theory of limits there exists an €(*) "> O 

such that for all (n-1) ^ N we have |Y -yn-,|<^ and \Y-ynl<€. 

Hence 

JY - y* -/*< €: i-Ke/Uyl = é-tK£l*-a.l ^ 

^ £ ( l ■+■ K b) • 

Since 6(n) is Independent of x and may be made arbltrally 

small it follows that 

(14) V - y0 — f f(x,y)clx = O . 
or. 

Since the integral has a derivative, we can write 

dY - f(*>Y) 
dx 

and the proof of (b) will be complete on noting that 

from (14) Y =* y0 hhen x =, x0. 

The proof of Theorem II will be complete when we 

show that Y(x) is unique. 

* IV. P.88 
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Assume a second solution of the differential 

equation (1), as y = Yt(x), satisfying the initial conditions. 

Let he the maximum of |Y(X) - Y,( jf)| for y* -é y. -é y0-fdk } 

where oC Is to he fixed later*. Write 

Yi (x) = y© -t f -f (» Y» ) J * 
'X. o 

Subtract (14) from this equation obtaining 

|Y-Y| 4 K/*|Y. -YIJ» 
'X • 

IY“Y| ^ = (x-" Xo) KyUL0< 

Take „4 < —L . \yhence 
2.K 

I Y, - YI - ’2“ 
But this contradicts our hypothesis tinless °* 

Thus In the Interval (xo, x0 +■ ) the two solutions 

coincide. A similar statement holds for the interval 

(XD—H This completes our proof ôf'(c)** and with 

it the proof of Theorem II by the Method of Successive 

Approximation. 

* II. Pp. 29-30. 

** Proof of (c) as given by L.R.Ford is as follows: Starting 
with x 

IY. - YU K /y.' Y. ' Vl-ldvl . 
Let C = max |Y, - Y| in the interval. Then by repeated 

application of the above: 
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„ with respect 
Discussion: "The Llpschitz property of a functlonAio 

a variable does not Imply differentiability of the function 

with resprct to the variable. This negative conclusion 

is established by the fact that even though 

If(X') - j(x")l ^ A 
) X' - xMl 

where A is a finite constant and xM and X*take every pair of 

distinct values of x in the region R, still 

need not exist for any particular x"• For example, the 

absolute value of the quotient does not have a limit at a 

comer of the curve defined by the equation y = f(xj). 

On the other hand, if a function possesses a continuous 

first derivative with respect to a variable at every point 

on a closed range, it has the Llpschitz property in the 

variable on the range. For, if f(x) has a continuous first 

derivative with respect to x at x = x" , then, by the mean 

value theorem, it follows that 

1Y, — Yl ^ K/C l«J*l = KCIx-Xol 
/X o 

I Y. -Yl ^ K"cl»-».r 
tr>l 

and the limit of the right side as n->oo is zero. So 
Y,(x)=r(x). Q.E.D. 
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4(>'J ~-Ç(y.w) =. (y.1 - y.3 'îS'>t'h + fc'i) j 

where f^(x) is the first derivative of f,(x) with respect to 

x, and where 0 ^ X 1. Since f^(x), hy the hypothesis, is 

continuous ir^, its absolute value has an upper bound A in 

the closed range. Consequently the Lipschitz condition is 

satisfied. 

It follows from these discussions that the Lipschitz 

property in a region, in the weight of the conditions it 

Imposes, lies between the property of continuity in the r 

region and the property of the existence of a continuous first 

derivative in the region. Since analytic functions have 

continuous first derivatives with respect to their arguments 

at all points at which they are regular, they possess the 

Lipschitz property”* 

In proving TheoremlII we.*üiâde two main assumptions 

regarding f(x,y). Namely, that the function be continuous 

and satisfy a Lipschitz condition in the domain D. These 

two assumptions are independent of one another, but our 

demonstration did not show to what extent they are necessary. 

The question arises: What can we say about the solution 

when one of the assumptions is dropped? Mie'*’ has shown that 

solutions exist if f(x,y) is continuous in y and integrable 

(R)with respect to x. Bleberbach** has shown that the 

* XI. P. 181. 

** II • P*. 43. 
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contlnulty of f(x,y) assures £ solution to (1) satisfying 

the initial conditions. It was pesno who first recognized 

the fact that continuity alone was not sufficient to insure 

a unique solution satisfying the initial requirements. 

Later Perron gave a clear proof showing just why it was 

necessary to Impose a further condition, as the Lipschitz 

condition, in order to insure uniqueness. That the unicity 

of the solution is lost without the Lipschitz condition is 

illustrated "by 

y' = Ÿïÿï 

at the point x.= 0, y^-^O. Here the Lipschitz condition 

does not exist in any region which includes the line ys 0. 

The equation has two continuous solutions satisfying the 

initial conditions, i.e. 

y =- 0 and ’ y =r — 

Clnce* gives an example where there are an infinitude of sol¬ 

utions satisfying the Initiait» conditions). 

In our demonstration we made use of the boundedness of 

f(x,y) and the existence of integrals of the type L 14 tos*")*» 
'X* 

Hence it seems that continuity is an unnecessary restriction 

and as a consequence f(x,y) may have finite discontinuities. 

By way of illustration consider: 

y* z y(l - 2x) , for x > 0 

s y(2x - 1) , for x<0. 

* VII. P.67 
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This equation has a continuous solution satléfying the initial 

conditions y-= 1 when x= 1. The unique solution is 

vl 
Lj = <S% “* -Çor O , x = real 

1!
 X

 I'1 

*
 

f a r XéO 

Osgood has shown that continuity alone implies the 

existence of an Infinite number of solutions satisfying the 

initial conditions. Futher, if y = Y, (x) and y = Yz(x) are 

the maximum and minimum solutions, then all other solutions 

lie between these two. The coincidence of these two 

solutions implies the unicity of the solution, i.e. Y,= Y2 

implies a unique solution. In his paper* he showed that 

if f(x,y) is a real continuous function and if oaCu.) is 

a continuous function of u. such that 

03(0) a O j OXU) > O for UL > O ) OOCrU-) = COO*) 

lvyv\ J eJ Li — QO O 4 ^ 1—1 a 
Jç COCu) 

then a sufficient condition in order that (1) have only 

one solution satisfying the initial conditions is that 

I -f (*) V) — *f I ^ 60 CY - y ) 

for | X — Xol ^ ^ * • Under these conditions it 

follows that Y, = Yt . One function which satisfies the 

requirement is given by 00(^J = K|U.|^ where u = Y - y. 

* XV. Pp. 331-345 
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We recognize this as the Lipschitz condition. Other 

acceptable functions are 

Thus in Theorem II we could have replaced the 

Lipschitz condition by a less restrictive one, as 

As a point of practical Interest we note that the 

rapidity of convergence of the series (12) depends 

in D. Thus the smaller K is the more rapidly does the 

approximating function yn(x) approach the limit function 

Y(x). It should be noted that K may be large in certain 

parts of D and small in other parts. Thus in those 

regions where the isoclinlcal lines are nearly parallel 

to the y-axis K is small. 

Second Proof; The Cauchy - Lipschitz Method 

Consider 

l + (*,Y) — 4<>,y>l KlY-ylU>jJr7gi ' 

essentially on K,- i. e. on the maximum value of 

it = dy 

ye*.) =• 

* VII. P. 75 



Divide the Interval (x*,x) into n subdivisions 

(not necessarily equal) by the points ix^J where 

x6 <x, <x„_,<x. Consider the sequence defined 

as follows: 

y, = y® ■+ -fO^y.) (x,-Xo) 

y» 4(xi> y,) -*•) 

y*-. + £yvi- i) (y** Kv»~i) 

Out of this we get 

y* = y o t f lx.,y.)(*•-*•) + +4 (>«-»> 

Draw triangle ABC as shown in figure, where h and M 

are as defined previously. It is evident that if a 
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contlnuoue Integral curve passing thru (x. exists, 

then this curve will lie inside the triangle. Draw lines 

thru the points xt,xx x perpendicular to the x-axis. 

Thés?lines divide ABC into trapeziums (one is a triangle) 

as shown. Let M,and in, he the upper and lower hounds of 

f(x,y) in the triangle Ah, c, . Then -M ^ m, < M, M* 

Let P, and pt he the points on the line X = x, whose 

ordinates are respectively Y, — y0-fM|(x,- x,) and 

■=: y„ *• m,(x,- x„). Draw P, Q, and p, qx parallel to AB 

and AC respectively, to meet the line X =. x* in Q^. and qx. 

Let Mx and m* he the upper and lower hounds of f(x,y) in 

the trapezium p,P, Qxq2>then since this trapezium lies 

entirely within the trapezium c^jhjfe^, it follows that 

— m2<M2^M. Let P2and p, he points on the line 

X = xx with ordinates Yx = Yj + M^x^-x,) and 

yx r y, -f m2Cxx-x,) respectively. The process is continued 

from one trapezium to the next until points P „ and p^ on 

X — x are reached, whose ordinates are 

Yh 'Y*»-i "I" M h ( X Xu — l) j y n — JJ V» — | ■+ hi n — Xw-i) 

Thus the two polygonal lines are defined and lie within 

the angle CAB. Form 

Y* = y* ■* MiCv*®) + +MnCx-xw-,) 

- y0 + KYI, UrX.) + - - - -v (*-*„-■) . 



If Yy and yw are two corresponding sums formed by 

using a different set of then VU > y v and Yw>yn 

Let n or be increased by the addition of new points, 

the old ones being retained. Then Yn and decrease 

(or remain constant) and yn and y,, increase (or remain 

constant). Let lim Yn = Y and lim y^ - y, and so Y^. y. 

N0» Yn - y„ = (Y„ -Y) + (Y-y) -t <y-y») 

and each term on the right is >, 0. 

Now if we can show that for any é>oan N exists such 

that 

(15) ('TC. - y») < £ , 

uniformly, we will have shown that lim Y„ and lim y„ 

exist and are equal, i.e. Y - y. This will be true if 

(a) Given: Xyo an <*»>© exist, independent of x and, y 

such that 

- f (>-; 3)1 «C ^ I K - v. I < oc, 

We tahe n so large that the length of each interval 

is less than . 

(b) The Lipschitz condition, 

-< K | 5-?l 

is satisfied for all pairs of points with the same 

abscissa and lying inside ABC. 

Consider any given method of subdivision and any 

given /t . Bet Vr - Yr “ 
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Then = Tr-, -t (Mr-YYv)(Xr -Xr-i) 

Now Mr-mr = f(Xr,9r) 

M =[{(*o9') - i(*o9rÜ^&^r.ÿr) - Ç(Xr^r)] 

where (xr>*3r) ahd (Xr,Qr) represent two points in 

the trapezium p^ Pr_t Q r q,.. Hence 

Mr - m*- < % t Kl9r -yrl 

Now Jîjr ~ Sr I ^ ^Tr — Vr_, -v 2- M (Xr — X<-»^ 

Hence Mr* -YY\r < "X -+ zMK (Xr -Xr-t) +K^_, 

Now take the Intervals so small that 

2.MK (Xr - Xr-i} < r=tJa)*“n. 

Mr — rvtr- < + K^r-» 

-c ^-,L* “»■ KCXr-Xr.»)] -hZX(Xr-*Xr-.) 

V?- + EX < (V^-i + ^*)[l + K(Xr-Xr-»\l 

K < (Tr., . ^)Cutx'-x'-’ 

< (V,-* t 

Then 

and 

whence 

So 

jL2.<r 
K U 

K(Xr-Xo) 

v; + 

Y« - y» = r. < si Let:C>“'c— i] < ^ (e*-i) Hence 
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By choosing (and therefore ®0 sufficiently small we 

have, for n large enough 

(l6) Yn - < € 

How cL Is Independent of x, hence an N exists,, ihdependent of 

x, such that (16) holds for all x In (x0,x0-t-h). Thus Yn 

and jn approach uniformly a common limit F(x). 

Now continue the two polygonal lines AP, -P„ and 

Ap,— p„ up to the line BC. Let P(x) he the ordinate of* 

a point on the upper line and p(x) the ordinate of the 

corresponding point on the lower line. 

Then P.(*) — p(x) < £ 

and the two polygonal lines approach uniformly a limit curve 
N.w FW 

P, namely y = F(x). and P are continuous since P(x) and 

Q(x) are continuous. Any other such polygonal arc lying L t, 

between the two mentioned above evidently approaches the 

same limit curve,T . Let vp be such a curve, having vertices 

with coordinates given by 

Zr — Hr-| **• -f (Xr-I , Z^r_,)(xir — Xr-i) . 

Now if (5r,yr) is sny point on p and lying in pr_, Pr_, Pr pr 

then by subdividing the interval (x«,xr) properly 

Xr “ X|-_| <3.nd | y, ■" Zr»t| 

can be made arbitrarily small and so 

|-(-CXrjyr) — "F (Xr-i > Zr-t )| 
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can likewise be made arbitrarily small. Hence the 

gradient of r at (x,y) is f(x,y) and so T is an Integral 

curve of the given differential equation. Since p passes 

thru A, we have proved that y =: F(x) is a solution of (1) 

and satisfies the initial conditions. 

The unicity of p remains to 

be proved. Suppose a second such 

integral curve existed. We can 

continue the subdivision of the 

interval (x0,xo+h) until this 

intergal curve crosses one of the 

polygonal arcs corresponding to 

this mode of division. Assume 

that it crosses Pr_,Pr at the point B. Let B'be the point 

at which it crosses pr^Pr.,. Then the gradient of the chord 

B* B is equal to the gradient of the curve at some point 

(xr,yr) on the arc BB
1. This gives a contradiction for the 

gradient of the curve at (xr»yr ) is f(xr,yH) and by 

definition this is less than the gradient of Pr.,Pr • 

F(x) is unique# This completes the proof. 

So 
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THEOREM III (a):* If f(x,y) Is continuous in a 

closed domain D £ defined by \x - x0\^<a. , \y - y„l ^ b 

and if 6>o exists such thst 

(1) which satisfies the initial conditions, i.e. J — 

when x •= x0. The theorem holds at least over |x - x,\^ 

Proof: We shall consider only x - x*^o» since the 

proof for x - x# < O is carried thru in the same manner* 

Assume two different solutions, y,(x) and y2(x), both 

satisfying the initial conditions when |x - x0| ^ 

Then there is at least one value x — x,, (x0 x, ^ x0-t-£ ), 

such that y, (x, ) =£ yi(x, ). Assume yt(x, ) > y, (x, ). Now 

x, ^ x ^ x0f 6 and |y( - x| «£ U€ • 

From (17) 

(17) 

when o< |x-x.\ - £ j lyi-y»! - Me , Cl=b*)j 

M = max |f(x,y)| in D, then there exists a unique solution of 

— {(Y*, y«) < 
X» — x® 

and from (1) 

(18) < y»-(*i) — ytQii) 
V-i — x o 

* XIV. Pp. 107-112 
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Set F(x) yx(x) - y, (x) 

end ,£(*) = .a&M - (y^y.) 
*i-X. 

Whence FCx*) r: Û 

F’(x) = =, £(>/ yi) - f 
**y- <4>c 

F'(x0) = O 

£(*„> = o 

£.'(*) = —>° 

F( X,) = ^(X.) 

Whence for x' sufficiency near xc>,xe><x
l<. x,, 

£W) y FM E Since ^'(X.) > rtxj] 

(19) jg^c1) - F(*'J > O 

But by (18): ^‘(x,) > F’(x,), and since 

J£.(x, ) = F(x, ) there is an x" near xf , x* < X'* < x,, 

such that ( 

(20) ^.Cx") - F(x") < O 

Since F(x) and ^(x) are 

continuous, it follows from 

(19) and (20) that there is 

at least one value of x 

between x* and X” such that 

F(x) — j£(x) 
X 
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Let x be the largest such value- Then F(x) = ^(x) and 

F'(5) >X'(x) 

VMx.) - *d,(x, J „ *d».6c,) - \jiQct) X — XQ 

X.-Xo X. -X« X -Xo 

Ffx) _ - ^.(xj 
X-X« X-Xa X-Xa 

f [x»y*(x)] — f £x,y, (x)J 

From (21) -fOô^Oü] - y.(x>] ^ ^ ~~ y^
V~ > 0 

and / rPlx^y,.) — f(Xjy,)l > I • 
\ y*-y» /x=^ L -*x=x 

This contradicts (17)* Hence y((x) = y*(x). 

(21) 

But E\%) - 

and F'(x) — 

Remarks: 

(a) formula (17) contains the Lipschitz condition 

as a special case, for the absolute value of 

“ *■<*>**} 

becomes arbitrarily small with Jx - x«| . 

(b) Since f(x,y) is continuous, it follows that 

y£>Oan £>0 exists such that 

IfCx, y) - fCx.,y.)| ^ V? 

for any 
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when |x - x0| <6 » |y - y*1 ^ M€ • 

Then for each solution of (1) thru (x0,yo ) we have 

y = y * + ^ *Ç" Cx©, y o) H- 

where |x - x»l4 t j ) £ I •‘i ^ • Hence for 

)x-x*|<é» J S%| -c V? j (i = f,z) we can always write 

X-tjXt y» ^xJ(v-Xe)l — J(x>y<> -*SI](X-XQ)\ ^ I 

& - S, 

(c) If y(x) is a solution of (1) passing thru 

(x0,y0) we can always replace yr in (17) hy y(x). 

Example: Consider 

U1 ss ^ X H _ Voa — Const. 

now 

1 rnx’a \ <bm\ , s««ce Izx'yï * X*+ii'- 
I x’+y*-! ~ nn; 

Thus y* is continuous at each point and satisfies the 

LIpschitz condition everywhere except in the neighborhood 

of the origin. In fact, 

m x3 

(xVjA'KxVy.y 
[x',(y.-yi)+liiyi(Sp-a. 

Placing Yx~o we get 

m*3 
y« I 
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where 1 *3, . 1 can become arbitrarily large in the 
l A¥+y* l 

neighborhood of the origin. When x = o ,y « O the 

left side of (17) becomes 

y. ()mx3^ wx’tx*- i/.K».) 
a^-y.U'+y^ x*+</.*■/ (x^i-a^Vy,1) 

or rvtX* (X* ~ . . 
y.')(xv+y.1) ' 

and it follows that thé solution thru (0,0) is uniquely 

determined. 

Now y - 0 Is a solution thru the origin. So if 

we set y( — 0 we have 

I'vu'* _ mx* 

{xY+yl)x¥ x^y* 
^ l . 

For m > 1 we cannot make any general statement. 

However, in the special case m =s 4 there are an infinitude 

of solutions passing thru the origin. Thus 

Vj= c* - yys+c* y c«-arbitrary ; 

furnishes such solutions. 
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Perron* gives the following proof of Nagumo’s Theorem, 

slightly modified. 

THEOREM III (b) : If the function f(x,y) is 

continuous in D*. 0 ^ x £> a, |yl 6 bj a?0, and 

satisfies the relation 

then the differential equation (1) has a unique integral 

which vanishes at x ■= 0. 

Proof: By a theorem of Osgood there exists at least 

one solution satisfying the initial conditions. Assume 

two solutions, y(x) and z(x),which vanishes at the origin. 

Then from (22) 

(23) 

and by differentiation 

* XVI.P. 216 
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(24) - -U— ~ - fc,0) - o. 
*•-9 0 X V--90 l ' 

Now if y(x) and z(x) wereAalways equal there would 

exist an x# such that y(x, ) =f= z(xj). Then the function 

I y(y) - Z(*)l 

(which is zero at the origin, by (24)) would have in 

0 x e x, a positive maximum G and from (23) it would 

follow that 

Ismo -Z(y)l < ±f,6; o****.- 

/ O 

i.e. G < G^ a contradiction. 

Remarks : The constant cannot be replaced by any 

larger number. For assume 

(25) y 1 ^— 1 - 
I XJ»" * 

Let the function f(x,y) be 

(26) = 0-»-&)£ !- o ^ 

- o 
J 
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This function is obviously continuous for x ^ 0 

and y arbitrary. It satisfies (25), but there are an 

infinite number of integrals of (1) which vanish at 

x = 0. For example, 

y = Cx,+e , o i G < 1. 

THEOREM III (c) : If f(x,y) is a continuous 

function satisfying 

| y'l , 

k >0 , 1 > m >o , x > o , D: o^x^a, \y0- y| ^ b, 

then (1) possesses a unique integral satisfying x *0, y = y*, • 

In the same paper he shows that the theorem holds when 

m s» 1, k <, 1. 

THEOREM IV (a):** If f(x,y) be continuous in 

a domain T defined by 

xo^ X 

CA3»(X) y (jd^x) 

where co,(x) and cOt(x) satisfy the following conditions: 

1. They are continuous in (xa,X) and are equal 

to ya when x = xA. 

* XVIII. Second Article 

** XVII. Pp. 471-484. 
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2. Their backward and forward differential 

quotients exist and satisfy the inequalities 

D^COjx) ^ ft>,CO,(x)} 

DiOüz(x) >, f[x, 6û*(x)] 

Then in (x4l,X) there is at least one function y — y(x) 

lying entirely in T.with y(x.) = y0 and satisfying the 

differential equation (1) • 

The proof of this theorem is too long to be included 

in this paper, but we will make a few comments* 

A domain as described above is 

Illustrated in the adjacent figure. 

The functions 

OM*) - — M(X-XO) 

cüxbO = M(x-Xo) 

satisfy our requirements in the 

interval 0 x - x„ ^ min( a, ^ ). 

goes thru for x - x* < 0. Note that this theorem widens 

the range of x. 

In the same paper the author proves the existence 

of a maximum solution G(x), a minimum solution g(x), upper 

functions , and lower function ^<J)(x)} . 
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THEOREM IV (b): (Inaba's Existence Theorem) 

Let f(x,y) be continuous in D: x, ix 

OÛ,(x) -5L y £- CJOz( X) , where 60,(x) and Ct)j(x) are continuous 

in (x* **,X) {with ' cd,(x*)=: cOx(x*)= y0 ) and possess 

forward differential quotients satisfying 

- D+CJÜ,(x) f£x,cOi(x)] 

D+ftJ»(x) > f[x,6ù,.(x)J 

over (x»,X). Then the differential equation (1) has two 

uniquely determinable solutions passing thru (x0,y„), 

i.e. the maximum solution and the minimum solution. 

All other solutions lie between these two. 

The above is practically the same as Perron’s Theorem, 

but Inaba's proof appears to be the shorter of the two —— 

although it is too long to Include in our paper. 

Note: Prof. Yosie , employing Perron's Existence 

Theorem (Th. IV (a)), obtains the theorem: A necessary 

and sufficient condition that there exist a unique solution 

off (1) passing thru (x0,yo) is that for an arbitrarily 
„„ at least one , 4 small 6>o pair of upper and lower functions v|/(x), 

Cp(x) can be found which satisfy 0<v^/(x) — <^(x)<.€ ? 

where x,< xi X. Of course, f(x,y) is assumed continu¬ 

ous in D and the point (x„, y0) is also in the domain. 

* VI. Pp. 169-176. 

** XXII. Pp. 161-173- 
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MISCELLANEOUS THEOREMS AND COMMENTS: 

Tamarkine* proves the following theorem: Let f(x,y) 

be continuous ina region R: x0±a, b . At any two 

points of R, as (x,y,) and (x,y2), it is assumed that 

where cp is a continuous positive increasing function of 

the positive variable u, and ^Ç(o) = 0. Then the integral 

curve of (l) which passes thru (x0>y0) is uniquely 

determined by the sole condition that 

This theorem is veiy similar to Osgood's; although the 

two proofs are quite different. Tamarkine assures us that 

his theorem is much more general than Osgood's. He also 

states that at the time of his paper (1921) he was un¬ 

acquainted with the latter's method (1898). 

Bompiani's Theorem** If f(x,y) is continuous 

\f(x,y,) - f(x,y*.)\ < cÇ(x, \yz- y,t )f 

where cP(x,u)^ 0 (u^-o) and if cÇ(x,u) is a non-decreasing 

function of u for each x, then the difference between two 

integrals of (1) passing thru the origin is in absolute 

value not greater than the value (for each x) of the 

maximum integral of the equation 

|f(x»yz) - f(x,y, )|^ Cp(|y*-yi|) 

and if 

* XX. Pp. 207-213. 

** XXIV. Pp. 298-302. 
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(!’) 
du = Cp(X, U.) 
dx 

where this integral passes thru 0. 

If in particular <3>(x,0) = o and if (1') admits a 

single integral thru 0,then (1) admits a single integral 

thru 0. 

The results of Osgood and Perron are contained in 

this theorem. 

Tornelll's Theorem*: After shifting Potx^y^) to 

the origin, this theorem runs as follows: Let co (u) 

he a continuous function > 0 for u > 0 such that 

l 

Assume that c$(x), a real function defined in 

(x0,x0 + a), is such that 

exist as x, approaches x0+ 0; x„ < x, < x„+a. Then if 

for each x, the real function f(x,y) is of hounded 

modulus in x< x0+ a, \y - y0\>^ h, and if 

f(x,yz) - f(x,y, ) ^ <p(x)oo (yz- y, ) 

holds for x0<x <. x0+f é y, <. y2^. h, then it follows 

* XXV. Pp. 272-277.". 
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that there can exist In R( |x - x01 < a, |y - y«,l<-b) 

just one solution to (1) satisfying the initial conditions. 

A similar proof goes thru for the interval (x0- a, x#). 

K. Zawischa* discusses the differential equation 

y’= kf(x,y) whose Integral curve is to go thru two given 

points. He assumes f(x,y) continuous and bounded with 

continuous and bounded derivatives in both x and y. After 

shifting the first point to the origin and assuming 

b-f(o,o) _ _t n , he discusses the question as to what 
•by + 

value of k will make the solution go thru the origin and 

an arbitrary point. 

Takahashi considers a problem similar to that of 

Zawischa except that he proves that for each pair of values 

( *VC| ) one and only one k exists such that the integral 

curve of y'= kf(x,y) is uniquely determined by the 

boundary conditions, y(0) 0, y ' ( ) = V?t • 

de la Vallee Poussin*** shows that if exists 

*IXXIII. Pp. 103-124. 

** XXVI. Pp. 

•**# y JTTX. Pp. 42-44. 
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bounded and if f(x,y) Is an integrable function of x for 

each value of y in T, then (1) will be integrable in T. 

Thus f(x,y) can be discontinuous in x. 

He shows further that there exists cases where (1) 

possesses a unique integral even when f (x,y) is dis¬ 

continuous in x and in y. For example, let<^(x) and 

vy(y) k© two positive functions where '■j'(y) is bounded 

and 4>(x) is zero in each interval and is integrable. Then 

y1 — cp(x)s^(y) 
can be integrated and its general integral la y = ye. 

Kamke*proves that if f(x,y) is continuous in a 

domain D, then each integral curve of (1) can be continued 

right up to the boundary of D. 

* I&-PP* 327-339: 1 -V. 
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